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This book takes its title from the RoyalThis book takes its title from the Royal

College of Psychiatrists’ anti-stigmaCollege of Psychiatrists’ anti-stigma

campaign ‘Changing Minds: Every Familycampaign ‘Changing Minds: Every Family

in the Land’. Its contribution to thatin the Land’. Its contribution to that

campaign is to allow people to speak forcampaign is to allow people to speak for

themselves about their experiences ofthemselves about their experiences of

mental illness. These are first-hand ac-mental illness. These are first-hand ac-

counts by ordinary men and women doingcounts by ordinary men and women doing

their best to wrestle the demons of post-their best to wrestle the demons of post-

natal depression, obsessive–compulsivenatal depression, obsessive–compulsive

disorder, schizophrenia and the rest.disorder, schizophrenia and the rest.

Barry describes his anxiety while con-Barry describes his anxiety while con-

templating a holiday boat trip with histemplating a holiday boat trip with his

family:family:

‘We walked around for what seemed like hours‘We walked around for what seemed like hours
waiting forme to pluckup courage, then I took awaiting forme to pluckup courage, then I took a
tranquilliser and waited for it to have an effect.tranquilliser and waited for it to have an effect.
Eventuallywewentonthetrip, butofcourse I feltEventuallywewentonthetrip, butofcourse I felt
ill and never enjoyedmyself’.ill and never enjoyedmyself’.

Jamie is aware of his obsessions, yet unableJamie is aware of his obsessions, yet unable

to control them:to control them:

‘I had become completely preoccupied with my‘I had become completely preoccupied with my
left and right and which should be black andleft and right and which should be black and
whichwhite. . . . As Iwalked along I had to chantwhichwhite. . . . As Iwalked along I had to chant
‘‘Black, white, red’’. . . .Blackwas left, white right‘‘Black, white, red’’. . . .Blackwasleft, white right
and red the centre ofmyhead’.and red the centre ofmyhead’.

Kay, herself a doctor, finds metaphors forKay, herself a doctor, finds metaphors for

her own depression:her own depression:

‘Iwas awraith-like alienin aworld filledwithnor-‘Iwas awraith-like alienin aworld filledwithnor-
mal people. Nothing mattered; food, appear-mal people. Nothing mattered; food, appear-
ance, money, reputation, image were all of noance, money, reputation, image were all of no
importance. I was hollow, devoid of thoughts orimportance. I was hollow, devoid of thoughts or
character’.character’.

Some manage better than others. Some getSome manage better than others. Some get

good professional help. Others do not.good professional help. Others do not.

No one reading their stories couldNo one reading their stories could

accuse any of these individuals of beingaccuse any of these individuals of being

weak-willed, of feigning illnesses or ofweak-willed, of feigning illnesses or of

being a danger to society – just some ofbeing a danger to society – just some of

the thoughtless taunts used to marginalisethe thoughtless taunts used to marginalise

people with mental health problems.people with mental health problems.

The personal narratives – and in someThe personal narratives – and in some

cases, poems – are accompanied by com-cases, poems – are accompanied by com-

mentaries from health care professionals,mentaries from health care professionals,

who pick up key points about diagnosis andwho pick up key points about diagnosis and

treatment, and amplify issues such as effecttreatment, and amplify issues such as effect

on the family, unemployment and isolation.on the family, unemployment and isolation.

The strength of the book is that it givesThe strength of the book is that it gives

a voice to many different people – 30 in all.a voice to many different people – 30 in all.

Its weakness is that it does not give any oneIts weakness is that it does not give any one

of them the time or space to tell the wholeof them the time or space to tell the whole

story. As a compendium, it therefore lacksstory. As a compendium, it therefore lacks

the power of, say, Kay Redfield Jamison’sthe power of, say, Kay Redfield Jamison’s

account of her lifetime struggle with manicaccount of her lifetime struggle with manic

depression in her bookdepression in her book An Unquiet MindAn Unquiet Mind

(Jamison, 1997). Even in short form,(Jamison, 1997). Even in short form,

however, the personal testimony is power-however, the personal testimony is power-

ful medicine.ful medicine.

As a radio and TV broadcaster, I haveAs a radio and TV broadcaster, I have

made something of a speciality of inter-made something of a speciality of inter-

viewing people with health problems andviewing people with health problems and

believe that such story-telling can bebelieve that such story-telling can be

beneficial. It gives the narrator a way ofbeneficial. It gives the narrator a way of

shaping and controlling his experience,shaping and controlling his experience,

itself a form of therapy. It gives the vieweritself a form of therapy. It gives the viewer

or listener – here, the reader – a chance toor listener – here, the reader – a chance to

draw close to another human being anddraw close to another human being and

empathise with her difficulties.empathise with her difficulties.

It is hard to stigmatise someone whenIt is hard to stigmatise someone when

you feel you know them.you feel you know them.
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